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Assessment Lesson 130

The pirates’ ship was beautiful!  There were  

____________________ on the beds.  There was every kind  

of _________________ and drink.  There was — a _________________!

“Are you a _____________________?” Dr. Dolittle asked him.

“______________, sir,” said the boy.  My _____________________ 

and I are __________________________.  The pirates  

__________________ our boat.  I don’t know what happened  

to my __________________.”

“Don’t worry,” said Dr. Dolittle.  “We’ll find ______________!”

books       pillows       pistols

bow     boy     girlcandy     foot     food

pirate       prince       pitcher

Yes     Now     No mother     uncle     under

firemen       pirates       fishermen

sunk     saved     suck

cousin     uncle     until

her     hit     him

Name ________________________________________  Date ________________
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_____  tickets

_____  extinct

_____  equator

_____  bridge

_____  patients

_____  drawer

_____  language

_____  cliff

_____  message

_____  medicine

Sarah’s job was taking care of the house.   
The doctor’s job was taking care of _____.

1

Dr. Dolittle needed money.  He sold the piano 
and put the mice in a _____.

2

Polynesia taught Dr. Dolittle  
the _____ of animals.

3

One cold night, Chee-Chee said,  
“I just got a _____ from Africa!   
The monkeys there are very sick!”

4

Dr. Dolittle and his animal friends sailed south.  
The sun felt hotter and hotter because  
they were near the _____.

5

Monkeys, gorillas, baboons, and elephants  
ran to the river.  They made a _____!

7

There were hundreds of sick monkeys.   
Dr. Dolittle gave each of them a shot of _____.

8

Now it was time for Dr. Dolittle to go home.   
The monkeys gave Dr. Dolittle a pushmi-pullyu.   
Pushmi-pullyus are now _____.

9

Dr. Dolittle began to sell _____  
to see the pushmi-pullyu.

10

Chee-Chee led them to a high _____  
above a river.  The land of the monkeys  
was on the other side of this river.

6

Match the word and the definition.


